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HISTORICAL MANUSCRIPTS AS SOURCES FOR
ANTHROPOLOGICAL STUDY: THE ETHNOLOGICAL
CORRESPONDENCE OF JOHN GREGORY BOURKE

JOHN ANTHONY TURCHENESKE, JR.

ON 17 AUGUST 1885, Francis Parkman, the great nineteenthcentury historian of the United States, wrote Captain John Gregory
Bourke that his ethnological work "added greatly to the debt which
science owes to our Army officers in these matters."1 For today's
southwestern ethnologist Parkman's words continue to hold true.
Along with such contemporary ethnological luminaries as Frank
Hamilton Cushing, Washington Lafayette Matthews, and Adolf
Francois Alphonse Bandelier, Bourke is immensely significant in
the annals of southwestern ethnology. Along with his colleagues,
he was instrumental in helping to break ground from which succeeding work in southwestern ethnology proceeds. Therefore, Bourke
deserves more intensive study than has heretofore been given himnot only to analyze his contributions to southwestern ethnology,
but also as a means of demonstrating the value of researching
manuscript sources that practicing ethnologists generated and that
await scholars in the nation's repositories. Such sources not only
shed considerable light on ethnological methodology past and present but also provide information on various ethnological concerns
that might not otherwise be available had not the personal papers
of numerous ethnologists been preserved.
Of necessity, through field work the ethnologist obtains much of
his publishable data. Bourke is certainly a case in point since much
of his 126-volume diary 2 is filled to the brim with such items that
triggered a plethora of publications. Yet, as Bourke readily illustrates, there are other avenues of research open to the ethnologist.
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Lt. John Gregory Bourke, U.S. Army, 1875. Courtesy of Museum of New Mexico,
neg. no. 8808.
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Chief among these, other than the aforementioned diaries or journals, is research in the primary material category known as correspondence or personal papers contained in various manuscript
collections. Thus, Bourke's correspondence serves as an example
that illustrates the variety of information available that the ethnologist may incorporate in studies based on research in primary
or first-hand documentation.
A study of Bourke's correspondence also provides an important
illustration regarding the usefulness of manuscript collections for
ethnological research. This type of source often contains those necessary exchanges of ideas, on national and international scales, that
are reached before making conclusions based solely on field work.
Bourke's correspondence is wide ranging in terms of subject matter
covered and contemporaries with whom he shared his findings,
problems, and suggestions. Items relating to religion, myths and
legends, agriculture, diet, medicine, linguistics, warfare, social and
political control, and organization are found here. Besides Matthews, Cushing, and Bandelier, Bourke also knew and corresponded with a number of other well-known contemporary
ethnologists such as James Mooney, Albert Gatschet, Frederic Ward
Putnam, Jesse Walter Fewkes, James Owen Dorsey, John Wesley
Powell, Frederick Webb Hodge, and Edward B. Tylor. Bourke not
only communicated with those ethnologists operating independently in the field, but also corresponded with representatives of
such organizations as the Bureau of American Ethnology, the United
States National Museum of the Smithsonian Institution, the Peabody Museum ofAmerican Archaeology and Ethnology, the Societe
de Geographie, the Royal Society ofAustralia, the British Museum,
and Oxford and Cambridge Universities. He was also affiliated with
the Anthropological Society of Washington, D.C., the American
Academy for the Advancement of Sciences, the American Folklore
Society, the Victoria Institute, and the Congress International des
Americanistes. Hence, insight is gained not only into Bourke's
methodology, thinking, and work but also into the ideas and work
of his fellow ethnologists.
A utilization of manuscript collections as resource material for
ethnological study has the added value of denoting the historical
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significance of those individuals from which such primary documentation emanates and of providing a solid historical context within
which ethnologists may place their work. Bourke is no exception;
his correspondence well illustrates the point. As a captain in the
United States Army, Bourke undertook his ethnological labors at a
time when the Southwest as a region was not known for its tolerance
toward Indians, especially Apaches, among whom Bourke had considerable experience.
Hence Bourke is significant and of importance for several reasons. He was, for his time and place, a cultural pluralist cast adrift
upon a sea of cultural philistinism, a fact that renders Bourke's
personal papers and published work invaluable. In addition, his
career demonstrates that not all Army personnel were exterminationists, as has been depicted on occasion. Bourke's correspondence contains vivid illustrations of other tolerant and observant
officers with an ethnological interest, such as Army surgeon Washington Matthews. These military officers also were often more tolerant than their civilian counterparts-Bandelier being a case in
point.
Writing one snowy January day in 1889 from Santa Fe, New
Mexico, Bandelier delivered a somewhat scathing denunciation of
the Apaches. Busily engaged in "doing the usual mind-elevating
work of copying old rusty papers," Bandelier, referring to the Chiricahua prisoners of war for whom Bourke continuously sought a
measure of justice, explained that the papers contained much information "concerning your pets the Apaches." Although he did not
"in the least share the horror or dread that the noble white man
in general professes for that unfortunate tribe," neither could Bandelier admire them. According to this ethnologist, the Apaches
were always "wild and fierce beasts who preyed upon the Pueblos
before the arrival of the Spaniards, whose predatory habits," said
Bandelier, "compelled the Spaniards to stand up for the Pueblos
as vassals of the Crown of Spain and as neophytes of the Church."
Bandelier expressed the view that the Apaches were the "greatest
obstacle to the settlement of New Mexico." Furthermore, Bandelier
said that the "Tinneh's of the Southwest . . . did not submit to
Christianity for the only reason that," while they professed a willingness to pursue peaceful relations with New Mexico's Spanish
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inhabitants, they "refused to the first condition which was to keep
peace with the Pueblos." Bandelier maintained that, later, the "constant harassing performed by these savages caused the Pueblos to
lose faith in the protection of Spain," as well as in the" 'magic arts'
of the Church," a factor that once again permitted the Apaches to
become the "frail staff to which the Pueblos clung," endeavoring
"to restore the 'good old times' of the Cachinas and Company."3
Bandelier's scholarly intransigence aside, the work of not only
Bourke, but also of Powell, Matthews, and others possesses an
added significance in that such labors also demonstrate the extent
to which the United States Army played a vital role in the contribution to the advancement of scientific knowledge. Indeed, as
Bourke's correspondence shows, the military, on numerous occasions, were plied with requests to conduct investigations alongside
their regular duties. For example, in July 1891, F. W. Lure, acting
curator-in-charge of the United States National Museum, wrote
that Bourke would soon receive a plant collecting kit. Lure reiterated his organization's deep appreciation for the assistance that
Bourke had often provided in procuring specimens for addition to
the museum's collections and hoped that it might continue to enjoy
his friendly cooperation. 4 Bandelier expressed similar sentiments
when the ethnologist exclaimed that he was always pleased when
he could be of "some service to a member of that Army to which
real science is so deeply indebted for assistance and cooperation."
Bandelier believed that "much of the work now attributed to civilians is in fact due to Army officers who have disinterestedly
loaned it away."5
Bourke's prodigious scientific and literary output, all the more
remarkable because it was produced during the course of his military service, is evidence of his intellectual endeavors in the field.
His first major presentation 6 to the ethnological world, which appeared in 1884, was The Snake Dance of the Moquis of Arizona, 7
said to form "the first scientific contribution to that celebrated
ceremony."8 A rite that employed live rattlesnakes, the dance represented for the Hopis "a magical form of prayer for rain and fertility."9 These studies were important because Bourke "set an early
example to students in the too long neglected study of ceremony
and showed how minute and careful observations might be made."
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Bourke's work not only spread the fame of the Hopi ophiolatry
cult, but also "stimulated the efforts of other investigators."10 Two
other important works of Bourke deal with American Indian ethnology. His Scatalogic Rites ofAll Nations covers the areas of primitive religion, medicine, and magic,l1 while The Medicine Men of
the Apaches concerns the superstitions, paraphernalia, and devices
employed in various rites and in the treatment of disease. 12
Bourke also wrote numerous monographic pieces. 13 As a forerunner to his Scatalogic Rites, Bourke, in 1885, described a Zuni
ceremonial that he believed harkened back to when these Indians
may have had to depend on fecal matter and urine for much of
their sustenance. This was his "Urine Dance of the Zuni Indians
of New Mexico. "14 In "Vesper Hours of the Stone Age," Bourke, in
part, reflected upon his twenty-one years of contact with the southwestern tribes. Because white culture had materially affected the
Indian, with the result that "all traces of the earlier modes of life
were fast fading into tradition," Bourke considered it appropriate
to describe some of the "peculiar features of the closing hours of
the stone age." In this piece, Bourke launched into a discussion
that primarily treats Indian implements of war. A brief analysis of
Apache clan origins, divisions, nomenclature, language relationships, and marriage customs can be found in "Notes upon the
Gentile Organization of the Apaches ofArizona." Apache tribal gods
and their role in the creation of the world and of the Apache people
are briefly discussed in "Notes on Apache Mythology," and "Primitive Distillation Among the Tarascoes" resulted from Bourke's observation of the methods of mescal production on the island of
Tzintzontzin in the Lake Patzcuaro region of western Mexico. In
addition, "The Miracle Play of the Rio Grande" contains a charming
description ofthe nacimiento, a dramatic representation of Christ's
birth, performed each Advent season by the Mexicans of the lowerRio Grande area of Texas. Bourke's final contribution to the world
of ethnology, "Notes on the Language and Folk-Usage of the Rio
Grande Valley," is a learned disquisition on the extant customs of
Mexico's Rio Grande Valley. 15
Bourke's scholarly endeavors soon generated a diverse coterie
of correspondents who expressed interest in his work. Indeed, this
burgeoning intellectual exchange commenced as early as 14 January
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1882, when he explained to the Reverend Edward Everett Hale
that, since March 1881, he was "on duty under the orders of Lieutenant General Sheridan, making investigations into the manners
and customs of the Indian tribes of the Southwest." During the
course of his studies, Bourke gave "much attention to gentile organization" and subsequently "obtained complete lists of the clans
or gentes of the Moquis, Zunis," and Navajos. Bourke expected to
do "much more in the same line of examination before completing"
his investigations in this area. In a work by Dr. LePlirigeon that
Hale sent him, Bourke "was much astonished to find that many of
the peculiarities" of the native peoples resident in South America
could be "paralleled among our own Indians today." Bourke's initial
inclination was to provide Hale with a "few memoranda upon this
point, which would serve ... [him] as a foundation for a monograph" if Hale so wished. 16 Hale was convinced that Bourke took
good advantage of an excellent opportunity. "Such things cannot
last much longer," said Hale. "It is a very happy thing that we
have" proceeded "to perfect a narrative while they still . . ." exist. 17
. Bourke was also interested in the ethnology of Mexico. To Herbert Welsh, of the Indian Rights Association, he wrote of his impatience to travel to that place where he hoped "to be able to enter
a sacred shrine in the mountains where the statue of the Madonna
is a stalagmite which formerly did duty as an Aztec idol. "This "affair
has never been visited by Americans and is well deserving of attention." Perhaps, Bourke said, "in the ritual observable in that
cave, one might discover traces of pre-Columbian ceremonies. "18
Bourke's contemporary, Washington Lafayette Matthews; stationed in Santa Fe, also had an interest in Mexican ethnology. In
an effort to provide his friend with assistance on certain aspects of
Aztec ritual, Bourke wrote in 1889 that Sahagun provided a "long
list of prayers and ceremonies of Aztec midwives." These were
offered at the "moment of delivery of abscission of the umbilicus,"
and of the "first bath of the newly born child." If Matthews so
desired, the complete text could be procured from the Library of
Congress. 19
E. A. Strout, an Army officer also stationed in Santa Fe, described
for Bourke. in 1882 a Tesuque Pueblo Indian ceremonial held· on
San Jose day. There were twenty-six dance participants. Of this
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number, "five men, five women, and two male and female children"
were actually dancing, while the "other twelve male Indians formed
a solid body three deep----the first row playing drums and all singing." They were painted in black and red, wore masks and tucked
feathers," and all males "carried guns and old fashioned pistols."
Dancing commenced near the council house and continued "across
the plaza to the church and back. "20
James Mooney, who was associated with the Bureau of Ethnology, asked Bourke to send information about another aspect of
Apache ethnology. To augment his treatise on the Ghost Dance,
Mooney desired information concerning "previous prophets among
the tribes," especially data regarding Nakaidoklini, who was described in Bourke's Medicine Men of the Apaches. In addition,
Mooney wanted to know "his age, proper Bureau form of name
with meaning, his appearance and personality, source and manner
and date of his inspiration," as well as "details of his doctrine and
prophecies, and peculiarities of songs and ceremonies used at his
,gatherings. "21
Bourke's interest in southwestern ethnology came to full bloom
in the 1800s. This heightened interest is revealed, for example, in
1881 when Bourke proposed his plan of study to John Wesley
Powell, director of the Bureau of Ethnology and a pioneer in the
area of North American Indian linguistics. Bourke believed he could
"block out for ... [himself] a, line of action, not exactly identical
with that indicated" in Powell's treatises, but "auxiliary to it and
better adapted . . . to [his] mental peculiarities and capacity." While
Bourke did not "wish to be understood as disparaging the importance of linguistics, yet that field [had] already attracted the attention of so many abler men." Rather, his inclinations tended "strongly
to a study of manners and customs." Hence, were he to "enter the
field, it would be with the firm determination of making the latter
study a specialty." This "field is so vast that there is room for each
one to prance around on his own hobby." Bourke would neglect
nothing. Even though he might obtain a "very imperfect knowledge
of a topic," Bourke would "seek to gain it in the hope of attracting
the attention of those better able" to seize upon those "questions
which had eluded my own powers."22
Bourke may not have initially desired to embark upon a study
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of linguistics, but by 1885, during the course of his studies on the
Apaches of Arizona, he found himself involved in this subject. As
a consequence, he requested Powell's assistance. Bourke had already prepared an Apache vocabulary of some 1,768 words that
included the "copulative verb in the indicative (present, pluperfect
and future tenses) and in the imperative mood," as well as "inflections of other verbs and parts of speech and an especially copious
list of plants and animals." Before proceeding further, Bourke wanted
to "compare these words with the correspondents in the Tinneh
vocabulary" were Powell to have one. 23
In reply, Powell said that Bourke would soon receive a copy of
Petitot's Dictionnaire Langue Dene-Dindjie. Explaining that the
"Tinne are a division of the great Athabascan linguistic family ...
which embraces a great many languages and dialects differing very
much among themselves," Powell stated that Petitot's work contained several dialects and was the "only volume suitable for the
extensive comparison you wish to make." Even so, Powell was not
certain that he understood Bourke's comment concerning the copulative verb inasmuch as the "copulative form of the verb 'to be'
has never been found in any Indian language." Its absence was a
"striking characteristic of all languages of a low grade of organization." Had Bourke indeed "found anything representing it," then
he had definitely "made a very interesting discovery." In addition,
Bourke's vocabularies of plants and animals would "prove of very
great value. Probably you will be able to obtain the class names
under which the plants and animals are grouped." This, Powell
said, was a "very important part of the subject to which vocabulary
makers have rarely given the attention it deserves. "24
Always on the alert for any aid in his endeavors, Bourke also
asked his friend -Powell to inquire of Albert Gatschet what light he
might be able to shed on the matter. Gatschet informed Powell
that he had "nothing on Apache dialects except the San Carlos
vocabulary" by O. Loew, one Arivaipa vocabulary by G. K. Golbert,
one ofJicarilla derivation by Dr. H. C. Yarrow, and .Loew's Navajo
vocabulary. Other Apache dialects that Gatschet collected were "in
manuscript form only, and as they could not be revised without
the help of other Indians speaking the same dialect," they offered
"no guarantee of being correct and cannot be used by any outsider."
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As an afterthought, Gatschet asked Powell to request Bourke's
assitance in obtaining all "possible information about Tinne-Apaches
living now in old Mexico, their location, pueblos, missions, chiefs,
tribal names, numbers," and synonymy. Far too little was known
"about these parts. Are ... the Tobosos, Taneros, Irritila, Taraones
Apaches or not?"25
Later, in 1896, Bourke wrote that, in compiling his Apache dictionary, he paid "very careful attention to the structural principles
of the language as nearly as" he could "distinguish them." He found
"evanescent traces of a copulative which accords very closely with
what Petitot says of the Dine-Dindjie." Bourke succeeded in his
effort to define "their mode of forming comparatives, superlatives,
negatives, derivatives (to some extent); the genitive," as well as
"places of subject, object,postpositions," and "signs of the dual
form of the verb with a number ofcomplete phrases." Furthermore,
he accorded special attention to the "anaysis of newly-adopted
words-railroad, school, rifles, locomotive, wagon, telegraph, candle, oil lamp, frying pan, pitcher-because" in doing so, it seemed
that "one learned both their mechanical mode of making compounds and also something of the way in which the Apache mind
looked at the objects themselves." Although he carefully studed
Pinnentel's Lenguas Indigenas de Mexico, Bourke did not find any
"resemblances of special note between the Apache idiom and those
of the tribes farther to the south." Of this, Bourke remarked that
tradition, the affiliation of language and customs, as well as . . .
historical knowledge," prqved the Apache "to be an intrusive eleme'nt of northern origin. "26
In addition to contact with Gatschet and Powell in the Smithsonian's Bureau of Ethnology, Bourke collaborated with Otis T.
Mason, a man of linguistic bent in the institution's United States
National Museum. As indicated by their correspondence, Mason,
during the period 1890-92, utilized Bourke's talents as fully as
possible for the benefit of the museum. Despite the frustrations
attendant upon such an operation, as well as congressional attacks
on the museu~'s financial integrity, Mason never lost his sense of
humor, as the following extracts from a letter in 1892 illustrates.
In this instance, Mason found himself "hopelessly mixed on the
three words lasso, lariat and reata." Were they, he inquired, "used
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indifferently for catching and tethering?" A lasso, Mason thought,
"is only for catching," while he had been "led to believe that the
lariat and reata are two names for the same thing, namely, a tether. "
But, Mason exclaimed, "what am I that I should define words for
things I never saw." Mason hoped that Bourke and a "few other
standard friends" would not "forget the dear old museum in this
hayseed epoch," else "we are done for. Now," Mason reminded
Bourke, do not "forget my rope business nor include the other
kind of rope in your definition." Also, Mason said, "our Patzcuaro
throwing stick makes me want to have you make further explorations among the living Aztecs," inasmuch as the "antiquities will
take care of themselves. "27
In addition to his contemporaries at the Smithsonian Institution,
Bourke worked with ethnologists at the Peabody Museum of Archeology and Ethnology i~ Cambridge, Massachusetts. Of importance here is Bourke's correspondence with Frederic Ward Putnam,
curator of the museum. Late in 1885, for example, Bourke briefly
described his finds on a recent journey to cliff dwellings and medicine caves located in the mountains. northwest of San Carlos, Arizona. They included "pottery, nearly perfect, of a very rude kind,
such as is generally found in these caves." Several represented
"animals of some kind, bears, or maybe tortoises, our Apaches could
not tell which." Bourke also discovered "raw cotton with seeds
attached, cotton cloth, very well made, corn, beans ... and sandals
of mescal fibre or of Spanish Bayonet." He sent "most of the articles
to the Smithsonian," but reserved for Putnam a "half dozen pieces
of pottery, a sandal, some raw cotton and cotton cloth," as well as
"some amma
. I fi gures. "28
In 1890, Putnam broached to Bourke the idea of embarking upon
a massive project that would, on an international level, call attention to the anthropological riches of North and South America.
Keenly interestedin things Hispanic, Bourke advised Putnam that
he would do everything he could to "aid and advance your views,
recognizing that there is no more competent exponent of them to
be found anywhere than yourself. " Furthermore, Bourke said, were
"it necessary to select assistants, as you certainly must, in a work
of such vastness, please do not forget me." After all, Bourke was
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"something of a Spanish scholar" since he "lived among Spanishspeaking people," was "familiar with their usages and modes of
thought," had "studied their books upon anthropology to the numbers of hundred-old missionary recitals," and was "acquainted with
some of the prominent men in Bolivia, Peru, Ecuador, Chile, Columbia," and other places. 29
Putnam, after Bourke's transfer to Texas, in 1891, inquired whether
Bourke might be able to "obtain a lot of archaeological specimens
about your station" since "some parts of Texas are very rich in stone
implements, pottery, old village sites and burial places." By undertaking such expeditions, Bourke could "secure a little recreation" and do "something for ... [Putnam's] department of the
World's Fair." Also, Putnam asked whether Bourke was near any
Indians. If so, Putnam would appreciate receiving "objects ...
illustrative of their condition before white contact. "30
Besides Putnam, Bourke corresponded with Lucien Carr, the
assistant curator at the Peabody Museum. In 1886, Carr, wishing
Bourke's help with his studies of physical anthropology, asked him
to supply information from his field observations of the Apaches.
Expressing gratitude for having received a copy of Bourke's An
Apache Campaign in the Sierra Madre, Carr wrote that the work
caused him to put on his thinking cap. How, Carr asked, "does the
size of the Apache compare with that of other tribes of the same
stock, and with other tribes in the same neighborhood, and if
smaller, why?" Also, "it might be well to measure a lot of adult
males and females, say height and around the chest." Suggesting
ideas for Bourke's next book, Carr proposed that he ascertain whether
"chiefs ... differ from sachems and how either or both are chosen."
Did "women have a voice in the election as among Iroquois and
others?" Was "descent in" the "male or female line?"Ifin the former,
then when and why did the change occur? Carr considered this
question to be the "most important ethnological problem now facing
us" since "no satisfactory reason has yet been given for a change
particularly among our own tribes, if we bar the influence of whites."
Although Carr was "disposed to think that it was due to this cause
among the Omahas and Chippewas," he believed white influences
did not "account for the Anskowinis, where it is variously ascribed
to marriage customs and changed ideas as to property."
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Carr also proffered the observation that the more he studied
Indian character, customs, and beliefs, the more satisfied he was
that, "from Behring's Straits to Patagonia, from Greenland to Peru,
they were all 'tarred with the same stick.' " Were there any changes,
such were "due to differences in climate and varying physical resources." Simply put, "they were all in the same stage of civilizatoin-just as the people of back bay Boston and the cowboy of the
plains are today." How, Carr asked Bourke, "does it strike yoU?"31
Bourke's work as an ethnologist was not only recognized by
anthropologists of stature in the United States, but also received
international attention. Among those who applauded Bourke's efforts was Edward B. Tylor, one of the founders of anthropology.
During the course of 1885, Bourke requested assistance concerning
his work on Apaches, information that would deepen his understanding of phallic rites. Tylor said he could not "recommend any
book on phallic rites as really useful in such work," although the
"old book of J. A. Dulaure ... is about as good as any." After all,
the "simply natural intention of most such rites as celebrating the
all-important generative principle seems to explain three-fourths
of the facts." Hence, "when one adds the tendency of men to
degenerate into lascivious orgies, there really seems little left for
the mystics to make theories about. "32
In 1886, Tylor mused about what appeared to him as the demise
of the Apache. "It looks as if the days of wild life ... [have] come
to an end for these tribes," but who, Tylor asked, would "take their
whole story of native life, laws, and customs ... in hand ... and
work it out in the closest detail before the old people have forgotten
it?" Perhaps such a task would fall to Bourke. Tylor discussed such
points because he was "working through marriage customs of barbaric tribes." Not once, said Tylor, "in four times do any authors
distinguish cousins on the father's side from cousins on the mother's
side, yet in prohibited degree." This was a complicated point but
one that Bourke understood. 33
Not until 1891 was there a resumption of the Tylor-Bourke correspondence regarding the Apaches. Tylor proposed sending Bourke
"a photograph of an Apache shield in hope that you may be able
to help me in the interpretation of the picture."34 Indeed, in what
appears to be Tylor's last letter to Bourke, Tylor forwarded the
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photograph of the Apache shield and asked Bourke to obtain an
interpretation of its meaning. According to the individual who sold
the picture to Tylor, the shield was of Mescalero Apache origin. Of
course, Bourke's knowledge of these people would settle the issue.
He could also "get some old men of the tribe to interpret the
purpose of the eagle, bears and sun." At the same time, Tylor asked
"if there are still old people who could make me some picture
writings on skin or bark as their fathers used to do," as a "few such
specimens would be very interesting. "35
Bourke sent Tylor's request to George M. Wratten, interpreter
for the Apache Prisoners ofWar interned at Mount Vernon Barracks,
Alabama. Unfortunately, Tylor's request went unfulfilled. According to Wratten, who "asked the most knowing ones," including
several Mescaleros located there, the Indians were unable to discern the meaning of many of the signs on the shield. They knew
the "sun, the half-moon, and the crooked lines of lightning ...
but the stars they do not." Those "marks or signs are put on there
to keep the enemy's bullet or arrow from penetrating. Further than
this they do not know. "36
Another English anthropologist who valued Bourke's endeavors
in the field was James G. Frazer of Cambridge. Indeed, Tylor had
recommended Frazer to Bourke. 37 In 1886, Frazer requested information about Zuni and Hopi religious practices. He desired to
know whether Bourke had witnessed dances "in which the dancers
imitated the appearance and action of the sacred animal (totem) of
the tribe, using masks to suggest the resemblance." Frazer noticed
in Bourke's account of the Hopi Snake Dance that he spoke "of
special masks appropriate to special dances. " Were these, he asked,
"animal masks and are eagle masks worn by men of the eagle clan,
and bear masks by men of the bear clan?" Also, Frazer would be
"glad to know whether the eagles which you describe as kept in
cages receive any form of worship. Are they specially kept by the
Eagle Clan," and were there "any other instances of clans keeping
and worshipping the animals from which they take their names?"
Did the "usual rules prevail as to not killing the totem of the tribe
and burying it when found dead?" Finally, Frazer asked, were the
"sacred animals ever killed in specially solemn and exceptional
occasions and their flesh consumed by way of communion?"38
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Three years later, Frazer again raised questions about the Hopi
and Zuni Indians. While he considered Bourke's work on the Hopi
Snake Dance valuable, the book presented problems. Frazer said
the section on "agriculture should perhaps have been fuller, considering the great importance of agriculture customs and superstitions both in their religious and social aspect." For example, the
"upturning of the soil in spring (whether by hoeing, digging or
ploughing) seems to be considered by many savages as a very
critical operation" in view of the "possible wrath of the earth spirits
disturbed by the process." Did Bourke "find any traces of this fear
among the Indians? Are there any dances or leaps," since "high
leaps and sweating are sometimes required, in order that the crop
may grow high and be well watered," or "sham fights at the time
of turning up the soil? "Are the men who turn up the soil armed?
A friend," Frazer said, "who has made a special study of economic
history has suggested that the extent to which cooperation prevails
in early agricultural society," might well be a "trace of a time when
men banded together to do in common what each, with the fear
of the earth spirits before his eyes, would have shrunk from doing
singly." This suggestion seemed at least worth considering inasmuch as "any 'customs in which such cooperation occurs would be
interesting." Explaining that in "some parts of Asia the risk of the
first ploughing devolves on the king or on a temporary king or
king's deputy," Frazer said the temporary king appeared in some
areas to be a "sort of Lord of,Misrule." Throughout the duration
of the surrogate's reign, the ordinary laws and customs were "suspended ... and a general license allowed. Is there any trace of
this among the Indians?" Several customs associated with the aforementioned included the turning loose of a scapegoat "at the close
of the period of license," and the making of a "new fire, after all
the other fires have been solemnly extinguished, apparently for
the purpose of cooking" the new grain.
Frazer added that any fresh light that Bourke might be able to
throw on such customs from his knowledge of the Pueblo Indians
would be most welcome, as would information concerning any
customs of "running with firebrands over the fields, burying the
brands in the fields, and leaping over fires on the fields." Were
"strangers who happen to pass the harvest fields or to enter them
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subjected to any special treatment?" For Frazer, the questions "we
might put are endless; on such subjects no details are too trivial."
He found that for the"chief performer in certain' agricultural ceremonies to stand upon one leg without over-balancing" was considered "essential for the welfare of the crops both in Poland and
Siam," Another point upon which Frazer was anxious to obtain
enlightenment concerned Cushing's "very interesting description
of the solemn killing of the turtles by the Zuni. . . . Is the turtle
a Zuni totem?" Frazer had "half assumed this before, but the ceremony seem[ed] to have parallels among peoples who have not
totemism."39
Later that summer, Frazer again requested information about
the Zunis. He was "at work on a book in a curious. chapter in the
early history of religion, the custom of killing sacred animals and
men regarded as divine." Cushing's description of the "Zuni custom
of solemnly killing the sacred turtle is most important for my purpose." Reiterating an earlier query, Frazer was especially interested
to ascertain whether the turtle was a Zuni totem. If so, was it
"killed by members of the totem clan or only by others? ... What
was the object and supposed effect of killing it?" Also, Frazer would
appreciate receiving any examples of "scapegoats, human or animal,
and customs of periodically or occasionally expelling demons, ghosts,
and disease . . . from the village. "40
During the fall of 1890, Frazer received a copy of Bourke's article, "Notes on Apache Mythology." Frazer explained that the
"reference in the last note to 'the making of the New Fire at the
Winter Solstice' " especially interested him since he was "collecting
examples of the practice of making a new fire at certain seasons,"
particularly at "seasons like the solstices or equinoxes." Thus, "it
would be interesting to know how the Apaches determine the
winter solstice." According to Frazer, an ability to "determine these
seasons of the year marks some little advance in astronomy. "41
Frazer's final extant missive to Bourke provides an eloquent
summary of the understanding that Bourke attempted to bring to
his work on the southwestern Indian. Commenting on Bourke's
newly published On the Border With Crook, Frazer said the volume provided a more "favourable idea of the Indians than one is
apt to derive from some books," such as the writings of Colonel
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Richard I. Dodge, author of Our Wild Indians, "in which the Indian
is painted very black." In England, Frazer added, "we ... are apt
to think that when you have troubles with the Indians, the fault is
all on the side of the savages, as we call them, and not on the side
of our own kinsmen." Such "judgment is often unjust to the Indians." Indeed, their "treatment by some of the agents and contractors, with the connivance of persons in the government, appears
to be shameful." Therefore, Frazer hoped Bourke's book would
"help to open the eyes of the public both in America and England
to this scandal and so be instrumental in having it remedied. "42
As noted here, Bourke had a keen and active interest in the
ethnology of the southwestern United States in particular, and
Hispanic America in general. Through his works, Bourke contributed much of importance to the field of ethnology and created a
greater understanding of the region he studied. Indeed, not only
his numerous publications in the discipline, but also his wide range
of contacts with the most eminent anthropological luminaries on
national (Mooney, Powell, Putnam, Matthews, Bandelier) and international (Edward B. Tylor and James G. Frazer) levels dramatically attest to Bourke's importance. Such an exchange of ideas had
the beneficent effect of enhancing, enriching, and advancing the
work of all. Bourke's work in southwestern ethnology is especially
significant since it was undertaken while he was in the United States
Army on the southwestern frontier when there was little empathy
with the region's native inhabitants. Bourke's ethnological endeavors are particularly important because they demonstrate that
not all members of the military's upper echelons desired the complete extermination of the Indian. Indeed, as his correspondence
shows, the military was instrumental in providing vast quantities
of important data to the anthropological world.
Besides establishing his import as an ethnologist, Bourke's correspondence is significant for another reason. Here one sees a
working ethnologist, who, through the exchange of ideas' on an
international scale, assisted others. In turn, he too was aided in
the search for truth and understanding. Furthermore, for the modern ethnologist, correspondence such as Bourke's has the added
value of elucidating intellectual currents in flux and subsequent
modification of ideas, theories, and conclusions as new evidence
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presented itself. Thus the ethnologist of today is more readily enabled to ascertain the origins and transitions in the understanding
of particular ethnological concepts. Simply stated, such documen~
tary items as Bourke's correspondence demonstrate the efficacy of
manuscript and archival sources as an essential supplement to the
ethnologist's field research. Ethnologists must be aware of these
repositories that contain primary source materials relevant to their
interests and that should be incorporated into their studies.
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